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Social Belonging and
Motivation

• Social identity—people’s sense of
membership in social groups and
interpersonal relationships

• May be a major source of human motivation



Two “Mere Belonging” Studies

• Mere belonging—the minimal conditions
needed to make people feel connected to
others in a domain

• Methods
– Minimal manipulation of social connection to math
– Assess persistence on insoluble math puzzle
– Control conditions hold constant established

motivational processes



Study 1
A Birthday Link





The Birthday Study



Study 2
A Minimal Group Identity



Minimal Group Manipulation

• Numbers Group
• Numbers Person
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“Numbers Group” Condition Rooms
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the numbers group…”
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Numbers
Group

Numbers
Groupor

“Numbers Group” Condition Rooms
• Sign posted on wall, label on

cover of experimental materials:

• Experimenter: “You are a green
[blue].  So you are a member of
the numbers group…”

“Numbers Person” Condition Rooms
• No sign on wall
• Label on cover of

experimental materials:

• Experimenter: “You are
number [x].  So you are the
numbers person…”



The Minimal Group Study



Extensions
• Even minimal social cues can change

behavior
– Mere sociality: Simply doing a task with

others can increase interest in it
• Interventions that target social belonging

can have large, long-lasting effects
– One brief (1-hour) interventions raised Black

students’ college grades even years later
(Walton & Cohen, 2007)

• Important to identify boundary conditions



2. Choice and Models of Agency
Hazel Markus, Psychology

• Models of agency (MA)—guidelines for how to be a
“good” person (Snibbe & Markus, 2005; Stephens, Markus, & Townsend, 2007)

• College educated, middle-class Americans
– MA emphasizes uniqueness, independence

• Prefer products that emphasize uniqueness
• Like products they choose more than those they didn’t choose

• High school educated, working-class Americans
– MA emphasizes connections to others, interdependence

• Prefer products that emphasize faithful social relationships
• Choose products that are common
• Like products better when others choose the same product



3.Goals and Feedback
Abby King, School of Medicine

• Twice daily individualized feedback, goal setting,
and support delivered via PDA over 8 weeks
– Eat healthier food (Atienza, King, Oliveira, Ahn, & Gardner, 2008)

– Increased exercise (King, Ahn, Oliveira, Atienza, Castro, & Gardner, 2008)

• Regular automated telephone counseling can be
as effective as human counseling
– In increasing physical activity (King, Friedman, Marcus, Castro,

Napolitano, Ahn, & Baker, 2007)



4. Neuroeconomics at Stanford
• Biological basis for decision-making
• Separate representations of costs and

benefits
– Brian Knutson (Psychology and Neuroscience)

• Integration of information to make decisions
– Jay McClelland (Psychology); Bill Newsome

(Neurobiology)
• Interaction of automatic (emotional) versus

cognitive processes
– Sam McClure (Psychology)



Example: delay
discounting
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• Which refrigerator to choose?

• Need to balance immediate
cost and long-term energy
savings



Conclusion

• Some ways to change behavior
– Create a sense of social connection
– Tailor treatments to people’s model of agency
– Establish personalized goals and provide

regular feedback
– Understand neural underpinnings

• To change behavior, understand it



Thank you!
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